Traditional scheduling techniques do not explicitly consider the spatial constraints and coordination requirements of activities or are limited to one progress dimension. Yet in practice, each activity strongly depends on the available workspace within a physical location, which should be optimized by a careful spatial coordination. It is therefore necessary to broaden current scheduling toward the capability of expressing space, including directional movements therein. Singularity functions were previously applied to model work quantities and durations in linear schedules. This research develops novel singularity functions that incorporate two dimensions of space plus time into the activity model. Options for different directions can be easily created by transformations of the equations. An algorithm is developed that considers spatial constraints and movements at the activity level and generates valid solutions. A stepby-step solved example is illustrated by an axonometric projection of the resulting schedule, which provides significant time gains compared to traditional approaches.
INTRODUCTION
Construction project management is tasked with planning and controlling all physical and administrative processes that are required to deliver a built facility according to its specifications. Among the managerial functions, a space-cognizant workflow is important because virtually all physical processes, i.e. productive activities, are either stationary or directional and occupy a workspace, whose extent and shape depends on the means and methods. Some may require intricate coordination, e.g. if components to be installed are supported by others (Echeverry et al. 1991) or a crane is employed. Space is a central and complex element of construction management (Bernold 2002) .
PREVIOUS STUDIES
Neither network-based nor linear or repetitive scheduling techniques have addressed the issue of space satisfactorily. The former approach by default are oblivious of any spatial needs or constraints and require algorithmic extensions, the latter are limited to one axis of work quantity. This could indicate a location and direction within their coordinate system (Kenley and Seppänen 2009) , but strongly simplified the shape and size of an actual workspace as a hierarchical set of discrete locations that are visited sequentially. Previous research related to space has focused on several major themes:
• Site layout to optimize how productive and support resources, e.g. access, storage and assembly yards, scaffold, crane, and trailer, are arranged around the footprint of the building within its discretized site, which may be irregularly shaped, to minimize setup and travel cost (El-Rayes and Said 2009, Mawdesley et al. 2002) . The scope of these studies typically excluded the schedule or assumes it as fixed; • Spatial interactions between activities were categorized by whether their products are "Supported By," "Covered By," "Embedded In, Contributing to Structural Function" or not, or "Weather Protected By" each other, which implies a schedule sequence; by "Relative Distance to Access" to work from far to near in congested workspaces; by avoiding detrimental interactions, e.g. breaking existing products, need for power and/or water supply, and blocking movements of large or heavy objects; and by legal regulations for safety (Echeverry et al. 1991, pp. 121-125) .
Relations were broadened to adjacency, visibility, etc. (Sadeghpour et al. 2006 ); • Spatial conflicts were detected via sensing technology (Bansal 2011) , CAD (Chua et al. 2010) , geometry analysis (Guo 2002) , or by representing items as 3D prisms and identifying and prioritizing different types of conflicts (Akinci et al. 2002) ; • Movement of labor and materials through multi-story buildings were classified by their path as linear, random, circular, spiral, or vertical, influenced by the location of storage and assembly areas; and whether they "create…, remove…, enclose…, or partition" distinct spaces (Riley and Sanvido 1995, p. 467, Winch and North 2006) , and a scheduling approach to process these factors was developed (Riley and Sanvido 1997). Zouein and Tommelein (2001) created a heuristic space use algorithm for a tradeoff of project duration versus space use (by numerical area, but not truly in 2D) by assessing layouts at different times to modify a bar chart.
However, despite furthering an understanding of role and types of spatial constraints, these approaches had drawbacks, including (a) limiting their models to simplistic 2D grid or 3D prism discretizations; (b) falling short of creating a functional and efficient space scheduling algorithm; or (c) using infeasible schedules as input that had to be rearranged to fulfill spatial constraints. It is thus necessary to explore how scheduling can realistically consider such spatial requirements in a more comprehensive manner.
ACTIVITY SPATIAL AND PROGRESS REPRESENTATION
The proposed model considers four major types of spatial representations to model activity workspaces and progress behaviors. These workspaces are represented as 2D rectangular shapes that are parallel to the orthogonal x-or y-coordinate axes. In terms of their work progress representation, four activity types are considered per Figure 1: 1. One-directional activities, which can be defined as x-directional or y-directional activities, depending on which way the workface itself is permitted to progress. Accordingly, work is performed at the full width of the workface, progressing into either (or both) the positive or the negative orientations of the selected direction. For example, an x-directional activity implies that the work at all points with the same y-coordinate within the workspace is performed at the same time. Thus, the progress of the activity work is modeled and tracked using 2D planes that provide the time when work is performed at different points within their entire workspace.
Examples of one-directional activities include geometrically linear construction activities, e.g. piping, and those that can be directional, e.g. plastering or painting. 2. Two-directional activities, which yield more planning flexibility compared to onedirectional activities by facilitating the progress into either the x-or y-directions. Accordingly, four possible options exist to spatially schedule a two-directional activity: Positive x-, positive y-, negative x-, and negative y-directions. Examples of two-directional activities include those with relatively large workspaces that can be accomplished in any orientation, e.g. laying flooring and pouring concrete. 3. Stationary activities, which require occupying the full workspace for the entire activity duration to perform the work. This type is the most strict and cumbersome in scheduling, as it does not allow spatial overlap with other activities. Examples of stationary activities include safety-sensitive work, e.g. erecting structural steel framing, lifting components, and installing sizeable equipment, e.g. air handlers. 
ACTIVITY SEQUENCING RELATIONS
Traditional network-based scheduling relies on the assumption that activities are only connected in a sequential relation via their starts or finishes, often default to allowing only finish-to-start relations instead of enabling overlaps, and ignores that activities can exhibit various types of dependencies that act jointly and perhaps contradictorily, e.g. technical and resource constraints, and that many of these factors have a spatial aspect in terms of which area they act upon or which direction they act into. Omitting these constraints may therefore lead to unrealistic or overly ambitious schedules. This significant conceptual limitation should thus be overcome by explicitly considering the relations that determine the possible constellations of timing and sequencing for said activities. Broadly speaking, technical factors determine predecessor-successor relations, resource factors determine concurrency of otherwise independent activities, and administrative factors may provide minimum and maximum milestones that must be obeyed, or may take on any other type as owner-prescribed contractual conditions. To develop a versatile and powerful new scheduling algorithm, the uniquely spatially-constrained nature of activities must therefore be considered in conjunction with different types of constraints in construction projects. Moreover, it is desirable to overcome the narrow assumption of time-point-to-time-point relations. Mathematical formulations of activities as '3D objects' (more specifically, two dimensions of area plus one dimension of time) and constraints as equalities or inequalities are explained in the following sections. One additional modeling element that should be included for more realism are buffers between activities (Lucko 2009), which define required minimum or maximum temporal or spatial distances (Kallantzis and Lambropoulos 2004) between activity pairs. They can be modeled in the same manner as activities.
SPACE SCHEDULING SINGULARITY FUNCTIONS
Essentially, singularity functions are polynomials, whose terms model discontinuities known as singularities. For basic single variable functions, they satisfy Equation 1.
Note that singularity functions generalize some well-known mathematical constructs, including the so-called Heaviside step functions. Combining multiple terms that have different discontinuities allow complex singularity functions to be constructed. For example, a uniform distribution between a and b of height h can be written as
. A linearly growing triangular distribution that peaks at b and then drops back to zero can be written as a combination of first-order and zero-order terms
Converting the previously mentioned types of spatial and progress representations into a 2D mathematical form, a stationary activity can be represented by U(x) and a one-directional activity can be represented by T(x). To invert the direction of T(x) over the x-axis, it can be modified to feature first the upstep h · 〈x -a〉 0 and second the downslope h / (b -a ) · 〈x -a〉 1 . A one-directional activity can be generalized to a two-directional activity that acts parallel to either the x-axis or y-axis simply by switching its independent variable to x or y. An interesting expansion of this mathematical theory is required for true 3D modeling of multiple activities with different directions within a schedule as shown in Figure 1 . This can be accomplished by multiplicative combination of the approach for U(x) and T(y), expressed in Equation 2 for an activity between a and b on the x-axis and between c and d on the y-axis of height h on the z-axis, which grows with slope h / (b -a) parallel to the x-axis. As shown in Figure 1 , 3D one-directional or twodirectional activities are ramp-shaped and together with the block-shaped stationary activities form a complete model for space scheduling purposes. In other words, the projections onto the z-x-plane and the z-y-plane of the activities are expressed by terms of Equation 1 and multiplied. Buffers can be modeled analogously to activities.
SCHEDULING RULES
The proposed approach is designed to position activities into chronological order in a computationally efficient manner using logical and heuristic rules. Due to the obvious complexity of the spatial scheduling problem, the following rules are used to schedule individual activities, which relate to their physical nature, interactions, and priorities:
Activity Ordering and Selection Heuristics
Activities are handled sequentially, arranging them within the schedule based on the aforementioned ordering heuristics that represent the significance and implications of scheduling specific activities before others. Examples of heuristics include ordering activities based on their workspace size, duration, and number of successors. Once they have been ordered the algorithm selects an activity that is eligible for scheduling, i.e. it has no predecessors or all of its predecessors have been scheduled previously. Accordingly, activities are scheduled cyclically until the full ordered set is exhausted. In addition to ordering heuristics, the planner needs to provide another set of rules to prioritize among the progress directions of individual activities in case more than one possible direction provides the same scheduling outcome, i.e. start and finish times.
Activity Stacking Rule
The first scheduling step applied to an activity is generating its earliest possible start when to schedule said activity, while considering the finishes of its predecessors. The algorithm assigns the initial start (IST) for the considered activity as the latest finish of any of its predecessors, which conservatively assumes that no spatial overlapping is permitted yet (akin to a basic assumption of network scheduling). Then the stacking rule examines each predecessor to identify the maximum time gain that results from overlapping the activity with said predecessors, which would allow it to start earlier than its IST value. For example, activity B in Figure 2 is considered after its direct predecessor A has been scheduled in the previous cycle. The algorithm generates an initial singularity function of B to start it at time IST in its selected progress direction. Accordingly, the stacking rule states that the maximum possible time gain equals the minimum of the time differences between the activities' singularity functions at the overlap area. In Figure 2 the time differences between A and B are identified at the corners of the overlap area, which are d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , and d 4 . Planar geometry properties of the singularity function reveals that the time gain equals the minimum of these time differences, here d 1 . This rule is applied to all predecessors; the maximum possible time gain is that which obeys all constraints from existing sequencing relations. Note that predecessor activities are those than have either technological (overlapping or start-finish) or crew-related sequencing relations with an activity under consideration.
Activity Spatial Conflict Resolution Rule
A spatial conflict resolution rule is then applied to the considered activity to resolve any inadvertent conflicts with concurrent activities after the stacking rule has been applied. This rule adjusts the time gain that has been obtained with the stacking rule to resolve spatial conflict with concurrent activities that have no sequencing relation with the considered activity. For example, activity B in Figure 3 intersects with the concurrent A that had previously been scheduled. The spatial conflict resolution rule is therefore applied to delay the considered activity by the maximum value of the negative time differences between the activities at their overlapping area. Based on planar geometry, a spatial conflict occurs between the singularity functions if any of their overlap time differences are negative. Accordingly, B's singularity function is delayed by the time difference z 4 to resolve the conflict. Note that scheduling B at an earlier time than A for this constellation would of course also resolve their spatial conflict, but could create new conflicts with other preceding activities and also undo the stacking rule that had previously applied as part of the scheduling algorithm. 
WORKING EXAMPLE
The working example represents the construction activities of a slab-on-grade for an industrial building. As listed in Table 1 , nine activities are considered that represent various types of work, including reinforcing, electrical, drainage pipes, and concrete pouring. Figure 4 depicts their overlapping workspaces, which represent a challenge for a scheduler to accommodate such spatial constraints. Technological relations between them are listed in Table 2 . Besides these sequencing relations, the activities also depend on the availability of their corresponding crews, as also listed in Table 1 . The developed algorithm was used to schedule the activities while considering different priorities of progress directions. It performed 24 runs that represent different combinations of progress priorities into the four orthogonal directions (positive x-, negative x-, positive y-, and negative y-direction), which due to the relatively small working example could still be enumerated exhaustively. All runs of the algorithm generated spatially feasible schedules, which for this working example yielded two different possible total project durations: Schedule S 1 at 53 hours and S 2 at 57 hours. The minimum total project duration of 53 hours was achieved by those runs that resulted from assigning a higher priority to the positive x-direction as compared to the negative x-direction. The reason behind this logic is the imposed technological relation of activity A (SOG rebar) with F, G, and H (drainage pipes and electrical room inlets). Activity A succeeds them with an overlapping dependency, meaning that A could start before them in areas without overlap. Assigning a higher priority to the positive x-direction thus helps scheduling A earlier, while its preceding activities progress from left to right in the areas of overlap underneath A, as shown in Figure 5 , which constitutes a sort of spatial float that allows to shorten the schedule. Modifying the possible directions of B, C, D, and E has no impact on the total project duration. The new algorithm is useful for construction schedulers in practice, because it generates schedules with significant time gains compared to the traditional scheduling technique, while obeying all still sequencing and spatial constraints. The traditional critical path method (CPM) can be applied to this working example with only finishto-start relations for its technological and resource dependencies (and omitting any lead or lag durations on the relations themselves, because the optimal overlap would be unknown). As shown in Table 3 , the CPM schedule has a total project duration of 62 hours. The new algorithm has realized 14% time gains by evaluating all possible progress directions in space for the activities and actively facilitating their overlap. SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH This paper has described development and use of a new space-cognizant scheduling algorithm that employs singularity functions to model the multi-directional progress of activities within their physical space. The novel approach considers three major types of activities (one-directional, two-directional, and stationary) and accounts for their individual technical and resource-related sequencing constraints. It relies upon a set of heuristic rules to facilitate spatial overlapping among activities, which results in significantly shortened total project duration while avoiding spatial conflicts between concurrent activities. The proposed model and algorithm has potential to be useful to construction planners and schedulers to minimize the duration of spatially congested projects that are also time-constrained, increase efficiency, and realize cost savings. Future research is still needed in two aspects, regarding the functioning of the new approach itself and regarding its broader implications for scheduling theory. For the first aspect, it should be investigated how to improve the performance, overcome current limitations, and expand the applicability of the developed model: Specifically, it is necessary to compare the performance of different types of heuristic rules, assess the computational efficiency of the algorithm, and explore what other optimization methods could be employed beneficially. Moreover, the approach should be expanded to improve its practicality for large schedules whose activities range across separate spaces, i.e. for buildings with multiple rooms of different geometry. Furthermore, it should model varying productivity (which is possible with singularity functions, but not yet implemented). And it should offer deliberate interruptability, which already in some constellations of linear schedules can further shorten the total project duration.
For the second aspect, new theoretical questions emerge. Specifically, existing concepts of criticality and float should be expanded beyond their narrow definitions under CPM and refined to consider the spatial extent and interactions of the activities. Quantitative measures for activities should consider the relation between the spatial and time dimensions and give an indication of the probability that an activity has to impact others if it is delayed versus the flexibility of absorbing delays that impact said activity. Of particular interest is the new theoretical concept of spatial float, which merits further research for its definition, unit of measure, and possible constellations.
